For those seeking to redeem a Green Bag bobblehead certificate, there are two ways to go about it.

One way: Bring your bobblehead certificate to Green Bag World Headquarters (Room 403, George Mason University School of Law, 3301 Fairfax Drive, Arlington, Virginia) during regular business hours (please phone ahead to make sure someone from our enormous staff is in the office — the number is 703-993-8050) and we will redeem the certificate on the spot.

Another way: Enlist a proxy to deliver your certificate to us and retrieve your bobblehead. Some enterprising students have set up shop on their own as bobblehead certificate redeemers (www.gmu.edu/org/padlaw). Caveat emptor.

If you have a Justice Anthony Kennedy certificate there is no need to hurry — you have until the end of December 2007 to trade it in for the genuine ceramic article. But if yours is a Justice Antonin Scalia, you should seize the day: your certificate expires at the end of December 2006.